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Experimental Constraints

❖ HiggsSignals for Higgs mass and signal strengths"

❖ Resumed top/stop contributions to higgs mass beyond 2-loops via FeynHiggs 2.10.0"

❖ LHC SUSY searches likelihood map (8TeV ~20fb-1 ATLAS searches via CheckMate)"

❖ LUX dark matter direct detection likelihood map 
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Future reach of CTA
❖ Cherenkov Telescope Array: The next generation ground based 

high energy gamma ray telescope."

❖ Projected limits available for individual final states                   
(Mathias et.al arxiv:1401.7330)"

❖ We apply these to the MSSM to generate an indicative limit for σv
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CMSSM: model and priors
❖ Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model"

❖ Universal soft SUSY breaking terms at GUT scale."

!

!

!

❖ Nuisance Parameters
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CMSSM: Preferred regions
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Dark matter mechanisms: stau-coannihilation, A-funnel, focus 
point, 1TeV Higgsino1

Decreased m0 in higgsino region 
due to new higgs corrections

Posterior in A-funnel increases due 
to better fit to higgs mass

Focus point region disfavoured by 
LUX

Reduced posterior in stau-
coannihilation region due to LHC 

constraints

1L. Roszkowski, et al, arXiv:0903.1279 TeV higgsino DM in unified models, 
K. Kowalska, et al, arXiv:1302.5956 TeV higgsino DM in the CMSSM  
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Prospects for colliders
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Shift to A-
Resonance region 
puts squarks and 

gluinos in reach of 
future colliders

Possibility to discover heavy pseudo 
scalar at run 2 of the LHC
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NUHM: Model and priors

❖ Independently vary the Higgs mass soft parameters at 
the GUT scale"

❖ Allow the squared mass terms to be positive or negative"

!

!

❖ Keep other priors the same as the CMSSM
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NUHM: preferred regions
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Dark matter mechanisms: stau-
coannihilation, A/H-funnel, 

1TeV Higgsino

Stau-coannihilation region 
extends to large masses



Extended stau-coannhiliation strip
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Large negative mHu leads to 
large µ at EW scale
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NUHM: preferred regions
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Higgsino region no longer 
constrained to large m0

Stau co-annihilation region 
extends to larger m1/2."

Less tension with the LHC



Prospects for dark matter direct detection
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Prospects for dark matter direct detection
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Higgsino region can be 
probed by XENON1T

Bino neutralino has 
suppressed coupling 

to nucleus

Stau-coannihilation region 
extends below neutrino 

background

Mixed bino-higgsino "
A/H-funnel



Prospects for DM detection at CTA
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Prospects for DM detection at CTA

13

Possibility to probe a 
large part of the A-

funnel region

Factor 5 improvement required "
in this set up to probe entire higgsino region Additional telescopes 

in array or different 
analysis can improve 

limit considerably

Little chance to probe "
stau-coannihilation region
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❖ NUHM features an extended stau-coannihilation region. 

❖ Higgsino dark matter strongly favoured in both models and can be 
probed by direct and indirect detection.

❖ 1 TeV Higgsino dark matter strongly motivates future dark matter 
analysis at CTA.
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Backup: CMSSM and NUHM regions
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General reduction in A0 due 
improved higgs mass calculation



Backup: Projected limits for CTA
❖ We take limits obtained for specific final states (Mathias et.al 

arxiv:1401.7330) "

❖ This implies a limit on the flux of photons from 
annihilations 
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